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SECTION ‘A’ 

(MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS) – (M.C.Qs.)  
 

NOTE: i) This section consists of 20 part questions and all are to be answered. 

  Each question carries one mark. 

ii) Do not copy the part questions in your answerscript. Write only the answer in full against the proper 

number of the question and its part. 

iii) The code of your question paper is to be written in bold letters in the beginning of the answerscript. 
 

1. Choose the correct answer for each from the given options: 
 

i) „Eton‟ is the name of a: 

* boarding school * dancing school * college  * university 
 

ii) The nickname of Abraham Lincoln was: 

* Abra  * Abe  * Lin  * Linc 
 

iii) Man is the victim of: 

* superstitious beliefs * religious beliefs * spiritual beliefs * moral beliefs 
 

iv) The birthplace of Abraham Lincoln was: 

 * New York  * California * Kentucky * Washington 
 

v) The sight of the golden drugget is like a ray of: 

 * hate   * anger  * hope  * agony 
 

vi) On the 4
th

 of March 1865, Lincoln was elected as the President for the: 

* first time  * second time * third time * fourth time 
 

vii) The Proclamation of Emancipation was a: 

* speech  * slogan  * legal document * newspaper 
 

viii) Meiosis means: 

* hyperbole  * irony  * satire  * understatement 
 

ix) Frederick Douglass was a famous: 

* social worker * negro preacher * political leader * military man 
 

x) Mrs. Otherly lost her son in the: 

 * Second World War    * First World War 

 * American war of Independence  * American Civil War 
 

xi) In the essay “Quality”, Mr. Gessler died of: 

* cancer  * fever  * accident  * slow starvation 
 

xii) The American Civil War lasted for: 

* 4 years  * 5 years  * 6 years  * 7 years 
 

xiii) The author of „Onion-Eater‟ is: 

* Halaire Belloc * St. J.G.Ervine * E.V. Knox * Aldous Huxley 
 

xiv) “a fair weather friend” means : 

 * selfless friend  * selfish friend * rich friend * humble friend 
 

xv) „Humane Education‟ emphasises on: 

* intellect  * inborn qualities * democracy * autocracy 
 

xvi) The beautiful and romantic feature of English rustic life is the: 

*   valley  * stream  * windmill * huts 
 

xvii) Abraham Lincoln was shot dead in a: 

 * office  * market                  * theatre  * church 

xviii) „If ever I get a chance to hit that thing, I‟ll hit it hard‟. These words were spoken by: 

* Susan  * Mrs. Otherly * John Brown * Mr. Lincoln 
 

xix) The author speaks in defence of work as against too much leisure in the essay: 

* Eton     * The Blessing of Adam  

* The Golden Drugget    * Onion-Eater 
 

xx) According to St. J.G.Ervine, a writer should be praised: 

 * during his life    * when his work is published 

 * after his death    * when he writes 
 

---------------xxxxxxxxxx---------------  

 

Write this Code. in the Answerscript. 

The correct answers are 
highlighted in red colour. 


